Mark Schulman
Drummer, Motivator & Educator

CSA Celebrity Speakers Ltd
Mark Schulman is a celebrity drummer and an inspiring speaker. In his presentations, Mark incorporates performance, audience interaction
and participation and video to create the ultimate learning environment. He draws from a wealth of life experiences as a musician, producer,
author, published songwriter, philanthropist, cancer conqueror and father to deliver presentations that are completely energizing, entertaining
and truly unique. Music is not Mark's only driving force; he was the chairman of the board of directors of Create Now!, a non-profit
organization founded in 1996, to help change troubled children's lives through creative arts mentoring.
"Schulman is a first call drummer for world class rock"

In detail

Languages

Mark was born in L.A. and is a first class drummer for various

He presents in English.

world class rock, pop and jazz artists. He has performed at
numerous concerts for international rock artists such as Sheryl

Want to know more?

Crowe, Cher and Foreigner to name a few. Mark is also a trained

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what Mark

classical cellist and as a teen was a member of the LA junior

could bring to your event.

Philharmonic. He is also a trained audio engineer and an active

How to book him?

educator.

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

What he offers you
Mark's love for inspiring others is shared through his corporate

watch video

seminars and his signature 'Drumming Recording Seminars'
which are both extremely powerful and energetic, fun and
entertaining. His audiences benefit from his unique lessons for
success, communication and the power of teams. Mark is also an
experienced host and MC at live events and major corporate
conventions. His clients include IBM, CISCO and Aveda amongst
others.

How he presents
Using his own life experiences, Mark engages and motivates and
encourages, challenges and inspires participants to step beyond
their perceived limitations.

Topics
Motivation
Conquering Life's Stage Fright: Three Steps to Top Performance
Harnessing the Rhythm of Teams
Your Customers and You Are the Band
Drumming Recording Seminars
Inspiration
Host & MC
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